
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARD’S REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club:   Egmont Racing Club Date: Monday 12 March 2012 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Dead (4) 
Rail: True (Out 5m from 600m) 
Stewards: R Neal (Chairman); N Goodwin; W Robinson and L Tidmarsh 
Stenographer: K Smart 

 

GENERAL: (All comments pertaining to the meeting – e.g. drivers/riders not attending, delays and all other issues) 

 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: MCKINSKY, EMMA LUCY, FOR PETESAKE, ABOVE STRATUM, VALLEY OF PENTIRE, MAGIC TRICKS, 

KILLARNEY LASS, THE PHOENIX 
Suspensions:    

Fines: Race  4 S Doyle-  Rule 330(3) (c) – Over weight- Fined $100 

Warnings:     

Bleeders:    

Horse Actions:     

Medical Certificates: J McDonald clearance received 

Rider Changes: Race 4  R Myers replaced S Doyle on MR CHARLIE BROWN 

Scratching Penalties:     

 
 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 LOWE SCHOLLUM & JONES/NZI MDN 
FEISTYBABE was slow to begin.   
I’M SAM was held up rounding the final turn and when taken wider to improve passing the 250m was denied clear running 
between ADIDAZLER which lay out and CHIPPY which shifted in abruptly.  I’M SAM was then further held up and did not 
obtain clear running until inside the final 100m.   
Following the event Apprentice jockey R Hutchings (I’M SAM) reported that his mount had become unbalanced near the 
800m.  Stewards inspected this section of the track and found no evidence of slipping and after addressing all riders the 
meeting continued as scheduled.   
When questioned regarding the performance of MASIH CHIANTIK Apprentice R Doherty stated that after beginning well the 
mare had raced more prominently than anticipated but nevertheless had failed to respond when pressured and was 
disappointing.  
Race 2 DENNIS BROWN TRANSPORT MDN 

RAMPANTEXCUSE and DOTCOM were slow to begin.   
ROYAL HAZE over-raced in the early and middle stages.   
DOTCOM raced keenly in the early stages. 
EMMA LUCY raced wide from the 1000m.  
P Turner the rider of RAMPANTEXCUSE lost his whip passing the 200m.  

Race 3 RHINO LININGS MDN 

TUSCADELL was slow to begin.   
JULIANGRAY began awkwardly and lost ground.   
RAINS RANSOM over-raced throughout and had to be steadied off heals for some distance passing the 800m when 
racing ungenerously.  

Race 4 SOUTH TARANAKI CLUB 1600 

S Doyle admitted a breach of Rule 330(3)(c) and was fined $100 after being unable to make the required weight for 



 

 

MR CHARLIE BROWN.  R Myers replaced S Doyle on MR CHARLIE BROWN. 
LA MUCHACHA began awkwardly.  
DANE RULER and GOFONZE were slow away.  

Race 5 PLATINUM HOMES (NZ) 2100 

JUSTGO XENA began awkwardly and lost ground.   
AIR CADET raced keenly in the early and middle stages.  
VRONSKII was held up for a short distance passing the 500m.   
PAUHATU raced wide throughout. 

Race 6 ELTHAM VETERINARY SERVICES MDN 3YO 

CIARLATANO was crowded shortly after the start and got back.   
COOL SPUR was slow to begin.   
ELUSIVE LAW hung out throughout. When questioned, rider H Tinsley was of the opinion that the gelding would 
improve with experience. 

Race 7 TARANAKI DISTRICT TURF CLUB MDN 

ALATION underwent an examination at the barrier and was passed fit to run after taking charge of the rider and 
galloping a short distance when leaving the enclosure.   D Bradley the rider of ALATION recommended to connections 
a change of bit for its next start. 
LA ROSA began awkwardly and blundered then shifted in and bumped with COOL RECEPTION.   
PIRINITETE had to ease shortly after the start after ALATION lay outwards into its line.   
SIVOCCI lay out rounding the final turn dictating EFTELING MISS out on to the heels of BASILDON BOND resulting in 
EFTELING MISS having to be steadied for a short distance.  
ALL IN CLOVER shifted out rounding the final turn losing ground, and over the final 250m was inclined to lay in under 
pressure having to be continually straightened.   
PIRINITETE raced greenly in the final straight and near the 100m shifted out abruptly on to the heels of ROYAL VI and 
had to be steadied.  

Race 8 STALLIONS @ WINDSOR PARK 

RED MAGIC underwent a veterinary examination prior to the event after competing at the Waverley meeting the 
previous day.  This examination passed RED MAGIC fit to run.  
KAAPDIVA and THE PHOENIX were slow to begin. 
RED MAGIC raced wide without cover throughout.  
When questioned regarding the run of KAAPDIVA, which ran last, Apprentice jockey M McNabb stated that the mare 
had never travelled comfortably at any stage and was when pressured had failed to respond, compounding over the 
final stages. A subsequent veterinary examination of KAAPDIVA failed to reveal any abnormality, however stable 
representatives undertook to monitor the mare’s progress in coming days and report to the Stewards any matter 
which may become apparent. 

  

 
 


